a locally convex space E into a complete locally convex space F, {x;} is an equicontinuous sequence in E', the (linear) nuous dual of E, {y,} is a bounded sequence in F and {A,} is a sequence of complex scalars in 1'.
its nuclearity is always assured when E is a nuclear space [6, Theorem 50.1) . In this case, (1) admits the special form where the emphasis in (2) is on the fact that u(x) and { yn} are functions on 0. In view of the nuclearity, u can be decomposed as , , j * (u(x))(w) = xL(x), (3 " where {x: : o E a,} is a family of functionals in E' and 0, is a subset of B with P(0,)= 1. In other words, the decomposition (3) holds almost everywhere. The mapping w + x6, from 0 into E' can be called the transpose of u. It induces a probability measure on E' which is quite useful in the analysis. This work is concerned with the subject of nuclear operators when the assumption of linearity is relinquished. As a first step we consider the problem of defining nonlinear nuclear operators between Banach space This is done with the help of the tensor product. Let E and F denote Bana spaces. In the definition of linear nuclear operators, the tensor prod E 1 @ F is employed. For nonlinear operators we replace E' by the larg space E#, which is the norm@ space of norm bounded functionals on E (s Section 2). Using a suitable definition for the operator, much of the theory for the linear case is adaptable, in a fairly straightforward fashion, to the nonlinear case. The important representation (1) and the decomposition (3) are shown to remain valid following certain modifications.
The operators that we are able to so characterize are norm bounded, IIu(x)lIF< K llxllE, where K < oo. It can be argued that all operators t model physical systems should be norm bounded dhe to the effect saturation for large x. It should also be noted that norm boundedness forc u(0) to be zero. This, however, can easily be overcome by considerin
instead of'u(x) when u(0) # 0.
PRELIMINARY THEORY
In this section we collect some results and definitions of a preliminar nsrtum that we needed in the sequel. Th~oughout this work we conside *tor spaces over the field K of real or complex numbers. We furthe rrsrmnie that all topological spaces are Hausdorff. . (E, F) . This set is a Banach space whenever F is complete. Note that a norm bounded operator is bounded in the sense that it maps bounded sets to bounded sets. That the coriverse is false in geqeral is shown by the operator u(x) = x2, x E R.
As an examgile of a norm boiinded dperator, let "ir bkL& t$iiitn&$ , ',
for x E R and w E a. Then B -B(0) is norm bounded.
. If E is a locally convex space, we define the &nttnuob$ dual $ace of E to be the set of all functionals f: E + K wi* the property that there exists a
for all x E E. We denote this by E'. NO& t h q E* is a vector space, qnd h a t E&,C P. ~o f e ' alsb' thaf ' when E is hornid, "it follows frtm e b m e n t '~~ properties of condinubus' semi-norms on a liofmed space that B@,'@, aid, consequently, that E* is a Banach space. As an example of a functional inn_E#, let us define the characteristic~unctional (see, e.g., [2] ) to be :re the operator B is defined in (4). Then C -1 E E*.
i set G c E* is said to be equibounded a t zero if there exists a continuous for some *independent set { y,; I ( i < n j in F, where xl(x), 1 < scalars. For each i, 1 ( i < n, there exists a continuous projection, PI the subspace spanned by y, in F such that P,(y,) = 6" y,. Thus
Since y, # 0 for each i, we have 
I
The mapping I is the wquired. isomocphism.
Notation. For E, F normed spaces we denote by E @, F the vector sp E @ F carrying the projective topology [6, p. 4341. The completion of normed space I? Q, F is denoted by E @ F.
-if'
NUCLEAR OPERATORS BETWEEN NORMBD SPACES #'
Let I3 and F be normed linear spaces with F complete. We now to the definition of a nuclear operator in B(E, F), I@E&&N. where ly, and /, are the usual canonical mappings -(see (6, We conclude this section with where p, is the gauge of a fwed absolutely convex neighborhood V of z x, "x) = X;(X + k) for all x E E, and k E p;'(O). Remarks 1. The first remark concerns condition (9). While this condition cannot be ignored in the general case, in many of the important special situations it becomes trivial. We list some of these situations here for convenience.
(i) Let E be a countably normed space (see [I]) with topology generated by the norms lIxil1 < llxll2 < and having a closed neighbourhood basis of zero formed by the sets s V is a neighbourhood of zero, V,,, c V for some rn and E, where the luge of V,,, is E-' 11 . 1 1 , . Hence p,(x) < E-' llx 1 1 , for all x E E. Thus, we m replace V by V,,, and p, by E-' 11 1 1 , in the statement of the theorem. ondition (9) is then redundant. In particular, this is the case when E is )rmed.
(ii) If each of the functionals x, = zff., where z, is additive, and P, is a ltural number, then (9) is once again automatically true. This follows easily >m the observation that x,#(k) = 0 for all k E p; '(O), a consequence of (8).
2. Note also that u(x) = u(x + k) for all x E E and k E p;'(O), and, if '(0) = 0 for all n, then u is continuous at zero. 
FURTHER PROPERTIES
Here we present some generalizations to the nonlinear case of standard results for linear nuclear operators. THEOREM 5.1. Let E and F denote locally convex spaces, u E N(E, F). Then u is compact. = 0, u is mtinuous a t iem: &id (2 N(E, G) . Furthermore es to show that the sequence {zz} defined by zf = xf o u satisfies (8) with e replaced by zf. Then
is chosen to be an absolutely convex mighborhooa or zero with c V; condition (9) for {zt} follows easily by observing that '(0)) c p; '(0), and using the additivity of u.
(ii) This follows from the proof of (i) by observing that, by Remark 1 Theorem 4.2, only the .continuity of u is required, as condition (9) is redundant when E is countably nomed. The statement about the norms follows by using the method in [6, Remark. A significant unsolved problem here is to isolate a suitable class of nonlinear maps v for which v o u is nuclear whenever u is nuclear.
Part (ii) of the above theorem becomes useful when it is known that the range space F can be embedded in a larger space G, in such a way that the injection v : F-i G is nuclear. As an example of such an embedding, one could take F and G to be, respectively, the Sobolev space Hi(U) and H{(U), where U is any bounded open domain of Rn. For k -j > n, it is known [7, p. 2791 that the embedding of F into G is nuclear. f In particular (cf. [3] ),' the nuclear representation (7) provides an inter-: pretation of a nuclear mapping from E into LP(J3) in terms of another mapping, the mapping o -, F, from the probability space 0 into the space of functionals EX. In other words the map can be viewedras a process whose sample "functions" F, are functionals in E#. We conclude with some examples of nonlinear nuclear operators. 
L3(G).
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